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React/Immutable.js: what is the right way to create immutable data structure Trying
to use Immutable.js for my app. I see several ways to create immutable data

structure: var immutable = require('immutable') var immutable =
Immutable.fromJS() var immutable = Immutable.fromJS({ name: 'awesome' })

When to use this method? I use transpiling to ES5 for now. What is the
right/better/recommended way of doing this? A: I wouldn't use Immutable.js from
Javascript. For simple immutable objects I'd define immutable.js class, like this:

//helper's class var immutable = { empty: function(){ return Immutable.Map({}); },
map(fn){ return this.empty().set(this.get(),this.getIn([0])); } }; //creating immutable

data structure var Mutable = (function(){ //creating constructor var instance =
function(data){ var newData; if(data){ newData = new Immutable.Map(data); }

return new
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